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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In this paper we analyze representations of two finite-dimensional real 
algebras introduced by Richard Brauer [2]. The algebras were introduced 
in connection with the centralizer algebras of the Lie groups O(n, R) and 
Sp(2n, [w) acting on End( Tr( V)), where V is the underlying n- or 2n-dimen- 
sional real vector space. These algebras are analogues of the group algebra 
of the symmetric group which plays the same role for Sl(n, IX). Brauer 
describes two algebras ‘9Iy) and B$!‘) and homomorphisms into 
End( Tfc V)). The respective images are the complete centralizer algebras 
for the action on End( Tf( I’)). Brown [3,4] discusses the algebra ‘9.I:“). He 
shows in [4] that it is semisimple if and only if n > f - 1. Weyl [ 143 had 
shown it was semisimple if n > 2f Brown’s methods show ‘13$‘) is semisimple 
if and only if n af - 1. No further information about the radical when it is 
nonzero was known. This was the starting point of our work. As the image 
in the centralizer algebra is semisimple, we know that the radical of each 
algebra must be in the kernel. So in each case, the above homomorphism is 
defined on the quotient of the algebra by its radical. This quotient algebra 
is isomorphic to a direct sum of matrix rings. Each of these matrix rings 
must be in the kernel or else must intersect he kernel trivially. Our aim is 
first to find the radicals of 9I$“) and SF) and then to describe the Wedder- 
burn decomposition of the quotients by the radicals. 
In this paper we reduce questions about the algebras 2I$!‘) and S$!‘) to the 
determination of the eigenvalues and eigenspaces of certain symmetric 
matrices T+(X). Brown [3,4] used similar ideas. For some values of m 
and k we can determine these eigenvalues and eigenspaces using the 
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representation theory of the symmetric groups. The algebras are defined in 
Section 2 and some basic properties are determined. The algebras ‘$I$‘) and 
!$3J:“) are given in terms of the parameter n. We show that ‘LIF) is isomorphic 
to !ZJ$-“) by a natural isomorphism. In this way, results about the represen- 
tations of one give results about the representations of the other. In 
Section 3 we completely determine the eigenvalues of the matrix TO,k in 
terms of representations of the symmetric group. In Section 4 we look at 
the general case and in Section 5 we conclude with some general conjec- 
tures about the eigenvalues of the matrices T,,,(x). In addition, we include 
an appendix in which we prove a conjecture of Richard Stanley which 
generalizes the main result of Section 3. 
In a subsequent paper, we discuss conjectures of a combinatorial nature 
about the eigenvalues and eigenspaces of the matrices T,,,Jx). These 
amazing conjectures, if true, help to determine the structure of “rp) and 
SF) and of the appropriate centralizer algebras. 
2. BRAUER'S BRAID ALGEBRAS 
In this section we describe a pair of R-algebras defined by Richard 
Brauer in his 1937 paper “On Algebras which Are Connected with the 
Semisimple Continuous Groups” (see [2]). These algebras, which share a 
common basis, are parametrized by two numbers f and x, where f is a 
positive integer and x is a real number. We begin by describing this basis 
and by describing the multiplication of basis elements. We show later that 
replacing x by -x in one of the algebras gives the other by a natural 
isomorphism. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A l-factor on 2f points is a graph with 2f points and f 
2-element lines having the property that each point is incident to exactly 
one line. The 2-element lines are called edges. 
Let Ff denote the set of l-factors on 2f points and let V/ be the real 
vector space with basis FJ. We will often draw the l-factors 6 in Ff as 
having two rows, the points 1,2, . . . . f in a top row, denoted t(s), and the 
points f + 1, . . . . 2f in a bottom row denoted b(6). With this convention, the 
three l-factors in F2 appear as 
X 
- 
c-4 
Let 6 be a l-factor in Ff. An edge of 6 is called vertical if it joins a point in 
t(6) to a point in b(6). If the edge joins two points in t(b) or two points in 
b(6), it is called horizontal. We let v(6) and h(6) be the number of vertical 
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and horizontal edges of 6. The number of horizontal edges joining points in 
t(s) equals the number of horizontal edges joining points in b(6) equals 
$(S- u(6)). Clearly h(6) is always even. We let V,(2k) denote the subspace 
of I’, spanned by all 6 in F, with h(6) 2 2k. 
Let 6, and 6, be l-factors in Ff. We will be interested in the graph 
U(dl, 6,) with 3f points obtained by identifying the bottom row of 6i with 
the top row of 8*. For example, if 
and 
6,= 
6,= 
then U(6, ,621 = 
It is easy to check, for any 6, and &, that U(dl, 6,) consists of exactly f 
paths P,, . . . . Pf and some number y( U(6,, 6,)) of cycles C,, . . . . Cr(U(s,,a2)) 
satisfying: 
(1) The endpoints of the paths Pi lie in the set t(8,) u b(6,). 
(2) Each cycle Ci is of even length and consists entirely of points in 
the set b(6, ) = t(6,). 
Let Pi be a path in U(6 1, 6,) joining u to u. We say u and u are the initial 
and terminal points of Pi, respectively, if either u and u are in the same row 
with ZJ to the left of u or u is in t(6,) and u is in b(6,). Define the sign of Pi, 
denoted sgn(P,), to be - 1 if the number of edges of Pi in b(6,) = t(d,) 
traversed from right to left when the Pi is traversed from its initial to its 
terminal endpoint is odd and 1 otherwise. For Ci a cycle of U(6,, 6,) define 
the sign of C,., denoted sgn(C,), to be - 1 if the number of edges traversed 
from right to left when the cycle Ci is traversed in either direction is odd 
and 1 otherwise (this notion of sign is independent of direction since the 
cycle Ci has even length). Last, define the sign of 6, over &, denoted 
sgn(b,, a,), to be the product of the signs of all paths and cycles of 
UC61 > w 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 6, and 6, be l-factors in Ff. Define the braid of S, 
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over 6,, denoted /3(S,, a,), to be the l-factor with top row t(s,) and 
bottom row b(6,) and with points u and v adjacent if and only if there is a 
path in U(6,, 6,) joining u to v. Define algebras 2ly) = (V,,o) and 
By) = ( Vr, *) to be the R-algebras with vector space bases V/ and 
multiplication of l-factors given by 
(in %F)) 6, 0 d2 = xy(~(~~J2))p(BI) 6,) 
(in 23:“)) 6, * 6, = sgn(6,, 6,) xY(~@~,~*))/?(B,, 6,). 
As an example of these multiplications, let 6, and 6, be 
Then in ‘%Z’,X,) we have 
6,0& = x2 
whereas in S’,X,) we have 
X 
- - 
- - 
- - 
- - 
=I 
the extra factor of - 1 coming because U(6,, 6,) has one path and two 
cycles of sign - 1. 
Our motivation for this work is the following problem (*): 
(*) Describe the structure of the algebras 2I[:“) and By), i.e., find their 
radicals (E and a and decompose 9Ip)/C and By)/3 as direct sums of 
matrix rings. 
As an example, we consider the case f = 2. A common basis for these 
algebras is the set of three l-factors 
I I X - - e (12) a 
Note that e and (1,2) generate subalgebras of both %p) and 23p) 
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isomorphic to the group algebra of the symmetric group Sym(2). In the 
algebra 2Ir) we have 
(1) eoa=aoe=a, 
(2) (1,2)0cr=0!0(1,2)=cr, 
(3) aoa=xa 
and in Sp) we have 
(1) e*a=a*e=a, 
(2) (1,2)*a=a*(1,2)= -a, 
(3) a * a = -xa. 
In both cases, the subspace V,(2) = (a) of Vz is an ideal. Both algebras 
are commutative (which is not the case for f > 3). 
For x nonzero, one can check that both 9Ip) and SF) are semisimple. 
Each is a direct sum of three one-by-one matrix rings. The orthogonal 
idempotents for these decompositions are 
%p)= ((1/2)(e+(l, 2))- (l/x)a) 
0 ((W)(e- (1,2)))0 <(Wb> 
BP)= <(W)(e+ (1,211) 
~((1/2)(e-(1,2))+(llx)a)~(-(l/x)a). 
When x=0, the radicals Q; and 9 are equal to (a). Both ?I$“)/Cr; and 
!23$O)/a are isomorphic to IR Sym(2), which is a direct sum of the two one- 
by-one matrix rings (( 1/2)(e + (1,2))) 0 (1/2)(e - (1,2))). Thus, 
and 
Certain questions in invariant theory led Richard Brauer to define these 
algebras. Let W, denote R” with a nondegenerate bilinear form ( , ). Let 
e,, . . . . e, be the standard basis of R” and let e:, . . . . e,* be the dual basis 
(dual with respect to ( , )). Let G be the Lie group preserving the form 
( , ). G acts on UP hence on Tf[w”. Brauer was interested in a description 
of the commutator algebra of G in End(TfR”), i.e., the set of 
TE End( TfR”) satisfying TA = AT for all A E G. 
Define a linear map 4, from VJ into End(TfW,J in the following way. 
Let 6 E Ff and let i, and j, (a = 1, 2, . . . . f) be integers in the range 1 to n. 
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Then the ei,@ ... Be,,, e,, @I . . . @ej, entry of d,(6) is obtained according 
to the following procedure: 
Step 1: Label the points in t(6) from left to right with ei,, . . . . e,, and the 
points in b(6) from left to right with e>, . . . . e,T-. 
Step 2: The desired entry in d,(6) is then the product, over all edges 
C? of (x, y), where x and y are the labels on the endpoints of E with x to 
the left of y if (E is horizontal and x in t(s), y in b(6) if E is vertical. 
As an example, take ( , ) to be the form given (with respect o the basis 
{e 1, ..., e,}) by the identity matrix. If 
then the ei, @ eh @ eh, ej, @I ejZ @ ejX entry in 4,,(d) is 1 if i, = i,, i3 = jZ, and 
j, = j3, but is 0 if any of those equalities fail. 
One can check the following two facts: 
(Fl) If ( , ) is symmetric then & is an algebra homomorphism from 
VI?) into the commutator algebra of the orthogonal group G in 
End( TlW,,). 
(F2) If ( , ) is skew-symmetric then 4, is an algebra homomorphism 
from By) into the commutator algebra of the symplectic group G in 
End(TfW,). Here n is even. 
One of the main results in Brauer’s 1937 paper is the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let f be a fixed positive integer. 
(a) Zf ( , ) is symmetric of dimension n, then 4, maps ‘%I:“) onto the 
commutator algebra of the orthogonal group in End( T* W,,). 
(b) Zf ( , ) is skew-symmetric. $, maps S$‘) onto the commutator 
algebra of the symplectic group in End( Tf W,). 
Brown showed in [4] that the map r$, in (a) is an isomorphism if and 
only if n 3 f - 1. His methods show the same for the map in (b). Weyl [ 143 
had shown that 4, in (a) was an isomorphism if n 2 2f: 
Our motivation for this work was a need to know more about the image 
of 4, when n < f - 2. The commutator algebra in End( T/W,) of either the 
orthogonal or symplectic groups is semisimple so the radical of ‘%y) and 
2Jy) is contained in the kernel of d,. Each of the matrix algebras in a?)/6 
and 23p)/D must either be in the kernel of 4, or must be mapped 
isomorphically by 4,. So a complete answer to the question will give a 
great deal of insight into the exact structure of the algebras #,(‘$I$!‘)) and 
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,$,(b~)). For an alternative approach to the study of these centralizer 
algebras, see the recent work of Berele [ 11. 
Let 6, and a2 be l-factors in F,. If e is a horizontal edge of 6, joining 
two points in t(6,) then e remains a horizontal edge in 6,o 6, and 6, * 6, 
joining points in t(~?,oS,) and t(8, * 6,). Thus h(6,06,) > h(6,) and 
h(al * 6,) 2 h(6,). By a similar argument, h(6,o 6,) > h(6,) and 
h(6, * 6,) > h(6,). Thus V,(2k) is an ideal in both VI?) and 23y). We denote 
these ideals by ‘UF’(2k) and byJ(2k). 
By general results &n ‘%?)(2k) (which we denote C(2k)) and 3 n SF) 
(which we denote D(2k)) are the radicals of ‘?IF)(2k) and by)(2k). One 
approach to finding 6 and D is to analyze the radicals of the quotients 
‘%y)(2k)/9Iy)(2k + 2) and by)(2k)/%33:“)(2k + 2). 
In the extreme case k = f/2 for even f this approach is highly successful. 
We will end this section by analyzing that case. The more general situation 
is considered in Section 4. 
Before doing this, however, we prove that 
a’“’ N g3-“) f f 
by a natural monomial isomorphism preserving the ideals 2ly) (2k) and 
b$-“)(2k). Because of this, information about one of them can be trans- 
lated into information about the other and so we need consider ‘9Iy) only. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let 6 be a l-factor on 2f points and suppose these 
points are totally ordered “ < .” An inversion of 6 is a pair of edges 
e=(a,b)andf={c,d)withacccb<d.Weleti(6)denotethenumber 
of inversions of 6. 
Recall that a basis for both 2Ip) and 23$--“) consists of the set of l-factors 
on 2f points. By convention we draw these l-factors 6 with the points 
1, 2, . . . . f from left to right in t(s) and the points f + 1, . . . . 2f from left to 
right in b(6). For order we take 1 c 2 < . .. <f < 2f < 2f - 1 < 2f - 2.. . < 
f + 1 (i.e., points are ordered from left to right on the top and then right to 
left on the bottom). An inversion in 6 can look like any of the following: 
/ \ . \c , 
. . . . . (2 : : 
x: :;I;: 
481/121/2-11 
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Note that if 6 is a permutation then our definition of inversion agrees with 
the usual definition. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Define a linear map r: 5Jly) + !I3J:-“) by 
r(6) = (- l)i(@ 6. 
We will show that the map r is an R-algebra isomorphism. We begin with 
a pair of technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let i be an element of { 1,2, . . . . f - 1 > and let 6 by the 
permutation (i, i + 1) in ‘3:“). For any other l-factor 6, we haoe 
(A) r(606,)=r(6) * r(6,) 
and 
(B) r(6,06) = r(6,) * r(6). 
Proof: We will prove (A) and leave (B) to the reader. There are two 
cases. 
Case 1: 6, has an edge joining i to i + 1. 
Note that 606, = 6, and that 6 * 6, = -6,. So, 
r(sos,)=r(6,) 
=(-l)i(60b1 
=(-6)*((-l)“%J 
= r(s) * l-(6,). 
Case 2: In S,, i and i+ 1 belong to distinct edges e = {i, 6) and 
f = {i+ 1, d}. 
Note that 6 0 6, = S;, where 8; is obtained from 6i by replacing the edges 
e and f with e’ and f', where e’ = {i+ 1,b) and f’= {i, d}. The reader can 
check that 
(1) e and f are an inversion of 6 1 if and only if e’ and f’ are not an 
inversion of S;; 
(2) for any edge g common to both 6, and S;, g is an inversion 
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with e if and only if g is an inversion with e’, and g is an inversion with f if 
and only if g is an inversion with f '. 
Thus (-l)@l)= -(_l)W* 
Also it is easy to see that sgn(d, 6,) = 1. So, 
r(606,)=r(6;) 
= ( - 1 )i(4) 
= -(-l)‘(~Q*& 
=(-s)*((-l)@q) 
= l-(S) * r(6,). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
It is well known that the adjacent transpositions generate the entire 
symmetric group. This gives us the following corollary to Lemma 2.5. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let 6 be a permutation in ‘uy) and let 6, be any other 
l-factor. Then, 
(A) r(6 0 6,) = r(6) * r(6,) 
and 
(B) r(6,o 6) = Z-(6,) * r(6). 
Next let rt be the l-factor with edges from 1 to 2, f + 1 to f + 2, and i to 
f+ifor 3GiGf: 
z I I “’ I I 
LEMMA 2.7. Let 6, be any l-factor. Then 
(A) T(xo6,) = r(x) * r(6,) 
and 
(B) r(6,o~) = r(S,) * r(n). 
Proof: We prove part (A) only. There are two cases. 
Case 1: 6, has an edge from 1 to 2. 
In this case, R 0 6, = x6, and rc*6, = -(-x) 6, (here the first minus is 
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sgn(rc, 6,) and the --x comes about because r maps ‘9Iy) to B$-“J). Also 
i(7L)=O so 
Case 2: 6, has distinct edges e = { 1,6} and f = (2, d}. 
Note that rc o 6, = S;, where 6; is obtained from 6, by replacing e by 
e’={l,2} and f by f'={b,d}. W e need to compare i(S I ) and i(6; ). Let 
g= {u, V} (with u < u) be an edge common to both 6, and S;. We will 
show that the number of inversions that g forms with e and f is congruent 
mod 2 to the number of inversions that g forms with e’ and f'. Observe 
that g does not form an inversion with e’ = { 1, 2) so that latter number is 1 
or 0 depending on whether g does or does not form an inversion with f'. 
There are three subcases. 
(1) If g forms an inversion with neither e nor f then v is less than 
both b and d or u is greater than both b and d. In this case g does not form 
an inversion with f '. 
(2) If g forms an inversion with exactly one of e and f then either 
u is less than both 6, d and u is between b and d or u is greater than both 6, 
d and u is between b and d. In this case g does form an inversion with f'. 
(3) If g forms an inversion with both e and f then u is less than 
both b, d and u is greater than both b, d. In this case g does not form an 
inversion with f '. 
To complete the comparison of i(6,) and ~(6;) we must consider e and J 
Note that e and f form an inversion in 6, if and only if b < d, whereas e’ 
and f' never form an inversion in 6;. So 
(2.8) i(6;) E 
i(dl) 
46,) + 1 
ii ,“z f; (mod 2). 
Next we compute sgn(lt, 6,). The sign of every path in rc u 6, is 1 except 
perhaps the path P joining b and d. If de b then there are two edges 
({d, 2) and (2, l}) traced backwards in going from d to b. If b < d then 
there is one edge ({b, 1 }) traced backwards in going from b to d. Hence, 
(2.9) sgn(n, 6,) = 
1 if d<b 
_ 1 if d>b. 
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Combining Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) we have 
sgn(n, 6,)( - l)i(al) = (- l)‘@). 
so, 
r(aod,)=r(6;) 
= (- l)@i) 6; 
= (- l)@l) n * 6, 
= I-(R) * r(6,). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.7. 
The last three results lead up to the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.10. The map r is an R-algebra isomorphism of cU$?) onto 
93$y’. 
ProoJ Let 6 be any l-factor. It is easy to see that 6 can be written in 
2Ip) as 
where a i, . . . . aa are suitably chosen permutations. Let ‘6, be any other 
l-factor. Then Corollary 2.6 and Lemma 2.7 give 
r(606,)=T(a,)* r(n)*--.*r(a,)* r(6,) 
=T(a,ono ... oao) * r(6,) 
= l-(6) * l-(6,) 
and similarly r(6,o 6) = r(6,) * f(6). This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
For the rest of this section assume f is even. We will examine the ideal 
2Iy)( f) which has a basis V,-( f ). Here V,-(f) is the span of all l-factors on 
2f points with f horizontal edges and no vertical edges. In other words, the 
standard basis of V,(f) consists of all l-factors 6 which are split as a 
l-factor 6, off on t(6) and a l-factor 6, off on b(6). The map 6 + (6,, 6,) 
is a bijection between the standard basis for V,(f) and the direct product 
F,, x F-,/2. Thus, 
(2.11) V,(f 1 = v,* 0 v,,z. 
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Let r = f/2 and define a matrix T,(x) whose rows and columns are 
indexed by F, as 
(Tr(X))&& = xY(d1.62), 
where ~(6,) 6,) is the number of connected components of 6, u 6,. Our 
rules for multiplication in 2Ip) stated in terms of the isomorphism (2.11) 
are 
(2.12) (a@b)o(c@d)= {b’T,(x)c}(a@0d). 
For any square complex matrix M let N(M) denote the nullspace of M 
and let 9(M) denote the sum of all eigenspaces of M corresponding to 
nonzero eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 2.13. Fix a real number x. Then in terms of the isomorphism 
V,-(f) = F’,@ V, we have 
~n~)W-) 1: J’YT,(x))@ J’,+ J’r@.WT,(x)) 
and 
~:“)(f)/W) = EndW(T,(x))). 
In particular, ‘%y)(f) modulo its radical is a complete matrix ring. 
Proof: Let Y = JV( T,(x)) @ V, + V, @ Jr/-( T,(x)). 
If CE.N(T,(X)) then (a@b)o(c@d)=O for all a, b, and d by (2.12). So 
N(T,(x))@ V, is a nilpotent two-sided ideal of WY)(f). Similarly, 
V,@ JV( T,(x)) is a nilpotent two-sided ideal so Y is contained in C(f). 
Recall that T,(x) is a symmetric real matrix. 
We consider the structure of ‘%p)(f)/Y. As a vector space, 
(2.14) f$%f)/Y- WT,(x))BWTr(x)). 
Note also that W( T,(x)) 0 &?( T,(x)) is a subalgebra of a,(j). So (2.14) is 
an isomorphism of algebras. The matrix T,(x) is symmetric hence 
diagonalizable. Let ui , . . . . U, be an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors for 
W(T,(x)) with corresponding eigenvalues A,, . . . . 1,. Let zi,i be the s-by-s 
matrix with a 1 in the i, j entry and zeros elsewhere. By (2.12), the map 
is an algebra isomorphism from End(W( T,(x))) onto a( T,(x)) @ W( T,(x)). 
This shows that cUy)(f)/Y is simple so Y equals the radical of %y)(f), 
which completes the proof. 
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There are connections between these results and representations of 
‘%y)(J). In particular Theorem 2.13 shows that ‘By)(S) has exactly one 
irreducible representation. Let V,(d) be the span of all a @I d in F, @I F,. Let 
W/(d) be .N( T,(x)) 8 d. Then V,(d)/W,(d) affords the irreducible represen- 
tation. These connections will be explored more fully in Section 4. 
3. EIGENVALUES OF T,(x) 
In this section we assume f is even and set r = f/2. Let Q be a set with f 
elements and F, the set of all l-factors on Sz. As in Section 2, let T,(x) be 
the F, x F, matrix whose (Si, Sj) entry is x)‘@~,~~). Again, y(6,, 6,) is the 
number of connected components of ~5~ u 6,. If r = 2, 
x2x x 
T2(x) = x x2 x 
( 1 x x x2 
In this section we will determine the eigenvalues of T,(x) in terms of 
representations of S, = SQ, the symmetric group on f points. 
A permutation u in S, induces a permutation of F, by permuting the 
lines of the l-factors. If p and q, elements of 8, are joined in 6, then a(p) 
and a(q) are joined in a(6). The permutation action of S, on F, is transitive 
and equivalent to the action on the conjugate class of involutions fixing no 
points. 
Suppose 6, and b2 are l-factors on Q and Q i is a connected component 
of 6, u 6,. Using the definition of ~(6,) and a(~?,), it is clear that ~(a,) is a 
connected component of a(6,) u ~$6,). In particular, the number and sizes 
of the connected components of 6, u 6, and of ~(6,) u a(~?,) are the same. 
This means 
(3.1) Y(dl9 62)=Y(4b)v 4(32)). 
Let V= V, be the real vector space with basis F,. For (T in SD, let P, be 
the permutation matrix corresponding to the permutation of F, induced by 
0. In particular, if 06~ = dl, P, has a 1 in the P,,,, entry and O’s elsewhere 
in the 6 i row and J2 column. As a consequence of (3.1), P, and T,(x) 
commute to give 
(3.2) PO T,(x) = T,(x) PO. 
This follows as (P, T,(x))~,~, =xy(u-‘61*sj) and (T,(x) P,),,,j = x~(~~*~~J! 
Equation (3.2) states that T,(x) commutes with the action of S, on F,. 
This permutation module has a decomposition as an S, module into 
irreducible subspaces corresponding to irreducible representations of S,-. 
The irreducibles of S, are indexed by partitions off (see [ 12,1.7]). In this 
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notation, the partition (f) corresponds to the trivial character and the par- 
tition (If) corresponds to the sgn character. It follows from [IZ, Ex. 5, 
p. 451 that the irreducibles which occur as constituents of this permutation 
module are indexed by partitions of f in which all of the parts are even. 
That is, if 1= {11r, &, . . . . A,} is the partition corresponding to an 
irreducible occurring in the permutation module, all li are even. Further- 
more, the multiplicity of each representation is 1. This means 
v= v,+ ... + v,, 
where V, , . . . . V, are invariant subspaces for P, for all u in S, and n is the 
number of even partitions off: The action of S, on Vi corresponds to the 
action of the irreducible representation of S, indexed by the ith even 
partition of J: As the irreducibles are distinct, T,(X) Vi’ Vi. As each Vi is 
irreducible, T,(X) restricted to Vi is a scalar, denoted h,(x)1 Here hi(x) 
must be taken from a suitable extension field [S]. In order to find the 
eigenvalues of T,(x), it is only necessary to determine the scalars for T,(x) 
restricted to Vi. The multiplicity will be dim Vi. These dimensions are 
known according to various formulas 19, 121. 
In Theorem 3.1 below we determine these scalars hi(x) in terms of the 
partition associated with the representation and the location of certain 
integers on a grid. Let d be a grid with locations as in a matrix. The first 
row will have locations (1, 1); (1, 2);... . The second row will have locations 
(2, 1); (2, 2);... . The ith column of A will be the locations (1, 1); (2, i); 
(3, i);... . Place numbers in A in the even columns only according to the 
following rule. Place in the (i, 2j) position (2j - i - 1) = c~,*~. 
Column number: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . . 
0 2 4 6 8 
-1 1 3 5 7 
A=-2 0 2 4 
-3 -1 1 3 
4 -2 0 2 
Let 1 be a partition off into even parts. Let 1= (A,, A,, A,, . . . . A,}. It is 
natural to place the diagram corresponding to A on A. Here d is the 
diagram of shape 1. 
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There will be exactly r of the integers in A contained inside the boundary of 
d. Recall that each Izi is even. The r integers inside the boundary of d are 
said to be in d. We are now ready to state Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A= {A,, A,, . . . . ,I.,,,} be a partition off with all Aj even. 
Denote by V, the subspace Vi associated to the partition 1 and let 
h,(x) = hi(x). Then 
h,(x) = l7(x + aq), 
where the aU are in the diagram, d, of shape 1. 
EXAMPLES. (a) If I= {6,4,4), h,(x)= x2(x+4)(x+2)(x+1)(x- 1) 
(x-2). 
(b) If A= {2r}, hL= x(x+2)...(x+2r-2). 
(c) If A, = (2, 2, . ..) 2}, h,(x)=x(x-1)(x-2)...(x-r+ 1). 
(d) If A = { 8, 6,4, 2, 2}, h,(x) = (x + 6)(x + 4)(x + 3)(x + 2)(x + 1) 
xx(x - 1)(x - 2)(x - 3)(x - 4). 
Proof This is proved by induction on r. Let d,(x) = 17(x + aii) with aii 
in the diagram d of shape 1. We must show h,(x) = d,(x). If r is 1, there is 
only one possible partition, (2). Here T,(x) = h2(x) = x, d,(x) =x and the 
theorem is correct for r = 1. We suppose the theorem is true for all par- 
titions of size smaller than 2r and let 1= {A,, I,, . . . . A,> be a partition of 
f = 2r with all Ai even. Let d be a diagram of shape A and let t be the 
Standard filling of d with the integers increasing consecutively in each row. 
The right-hand node of the jth row has the entry C Aj for i= 1 to j; the 
left-hand node has the entry 1 + C Ai for i = 1 to j - 1. There are two sub- 
groups of Sr associated with t; the row stabilizer R, and the column 
stabilizer C,. The row stabilizer contains the elements of S, permuting 
entries in the same row of t and the column stabilizer contains the elements 
permuting entries in the same column. Let 
e, = C .5(o) az for r~ in C, and z in R,. 
It is shown in [9, 121 that e,v is in V1 for any v in V. Furthermore, e, 
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is a multiple of a primitive idempotent affording the representation 
corresponding to 1. 
Let 6, be the l-factor of { 1, 2, . . . . f} whose lines join 2i- 1 to 2i for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . r. We will show that et& has a nonzero 6,, coefficient u and that 
the 6, coefficient of T,(X) e,& is p,(x)u. As T,(x) acts as a scalar on V, 
and e,s,, is in VA, pA(x) = h,(x). The theorem will be proved when we show 
that pi(x) is the product given in the statement of the theorem. 
If ai is a l-factor in F,, T,(x) di = C x @~*%5~, the sum being over all j for 
which di is in F,. The 6, component of T,(x) a?&, is therefore xY@~~~~~~J. Let 
up>.(x) be the &, component of 7’,(x) e,6,. Then 
(3.3) up,(x) = c E(U) xy(07bo,60) for cr in C, and r in R,. 
Some of the terms in (3.3) give the same expressions. In particular, let 
R, be the subgroup of R, which fixes &, and let rO be its order. If r, is in 
R,, TV&, = do. Now for T in R,, y(cm,bo, 6,) = y(az&,, 6,). Let RJR, be a 
set of right coset representation of R, in R,. Then (3.3) becomes 
(3.4) 1 E(U) xY(ur”0~60) r. 
> 
for fl in C, and T in RJR,. 
Let C, be the stabilizer of JO in C, and let cO be its order. If cri is in C,, 
~(a, (TZ&, 6,) = y(ar&,, a,‘&) = y(az&,, 6,). Furthermore, all (T in C,, are 
even as the permutation in each odd column is identical to the permutation 
in the column to its immediate right as the line joining 2i- 1 to 2i is 
preserved. Let C,\ C, be left coset representatives of C, in C,. Now (3.4) 
becomes 
(3.5) upi = 1 E(O) xY(~*~~,~o) r,,c,, for cr in C,\C, and r in R,\ Rro. 
> 
Note that for c in Cn and z in R,, a& = &,. Suppose that ar& = &,. If 
T is not in R,, r&, has an entry in some row which is not joined to an 
adjacent entry. This is also true in ar&, and so a&, is not 6,. If t is in Rtio, 
orS, = 6, = ad, and so 0 is in CIO. As E(G) = 1 for g in CtO, the coeffmient u
of do in era0 is roco. 
The arguments above show that T,.(x) restricted to VA is the scalar pi(x). 
We need only show pn(x) = d,(x). We may also assume that for diagrams 
1’ of smaller size we have d,(x) = h,.(x) =pl(x). Using (3.5) we see 
(3.6) pJx) = c E(U) ~y(~~~“*~“) for ~7 in C@o\C, and r in R,/Rn. 
We know that any choice of coset representatives gives the same 
polynomial pi(x). Some arguments become clearer if we choose them in a 
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specific way. It is clear from the definitions that Cfl consists of all per- 
mutations in C, which permute the 2i- 1 column in the same way as the 2i 
column for i = 1, 2, . . . . 1r/2. Coset representatives may be chosen which fix 
the odd-numbered columns pointwise and permute elements in the even- 
numbered columns. There are of course many other possibilities. We will 
assume for the remainder of this proof that the coset representatives in 
C,\C, are precisely the permutations acting on even-numbered columns. 
This is a full set as any element of C, is a product of a permutation in Cfi 
followed by a permutation moving only elements in even-numbered 
columns. They are in different cosets. 
The choices for coset representatives of R,/R,, are not as natural. The 
group R, is a direct product of the groups Ri, where Ri permutes only the 
elements of row i and fixes all other elements. Also R, is a direct product 
of the groups Roi, where Roi= Rin R,. Coset representatives of R,/R, 
may be chosen as products rl r2.. . rrn, where the li are coset representatives 
in RilRoi. 
In order to prove the theorem we concentrate on the (m, I, - 1) and the 
(m, A,) position. For convenience call the first position a and the second 
one b. In order to evaluate y(or&,, &,), it is convenient to place the lines 
from S,, in the diagram t. This gives 
I 
--- --- II =‘A 
/- - -r 
Pictured this way, 7~3, is a diagram with lines all in the same row. The coset 
representatives for Ri/Roi may be picked any way for i = 1,2, . . . . m - 1. We 
choose coset representatives for R, by first restricting to a group R,,, the 
subgroup of R, fixing a and b. Let R,,. be the subgroup of R,. which 
fixes the l-factor which is the bottom row of t above. Choose Y a set of 
representatives of R,. R,o+. Let 7i be the transposition in R, interchanging 
2r-1 and 2r-J.,+i for i=l,2,..., A,- 2. Let 70= e, the identity. The 
elements ziY are a full set of representatives of RJR,,,,,. 
We also wish to choose the coset representatives appropriately for the 
subgroup of C, moving elements in the I,th column only. Denote this sub- 
group by C,. Let C,. be the subgroup of C, fixing the bottom entry b. Let 
cri be the transposition in C, interchanging b with the entry above it in the 
ith row. Here, i= 1, 2, . . . . m - 1. Coset representatives for Cz\ C, may be 
taken to be ciCm- i for i = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1, where crO is the identity. 
Now let C,. be the permutations in C, fixing a and b and let R,. be the 
permutations in R, fixing a and b. Let C,. and R&. be the corresponding 
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stabilizers of 6, fixing a and h. Choose coset representatives K for C,.\ C,. 
and L for R,./R&.. Again choose representatives for C,. moving only 
elements in even-numbered columns. Now coset representatives for C,\ C, 
can be chosen as oib, for 0 in K and i = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1. Coset representatives 
for RJR,. can be chosen as rjr, for r in L and j = 0, 1, . . . . &,, - 2. The coset 
representatives appearing in (3.6) are 
{oiazjr: u in K, T in L, i=O, 1, . . . . m - 1, j= 0, 1, . . . . A,,,--2}. 
Using these choices, (3.6) becomes 
(3.7) pi(x) = C 1 E((T~) xY(~@@J*do) for e in K and t in L. 
i, i 
We concentrate on the inner sum for fixed i and j. Denote this sum by 
Q,. Here 
(3.8) for e in K and r in L. 
We begin with the expression for Qoo. Here ei and rj are both the 
identity. Each of the terms IJ, r in the sum in Qoo fixes a and b. Let cr’, T’ be 
the corresponding restriction of e, T to S,_,. Let & be 6, with (a, 6) 
omitted and let y’ be the corresponding inner product on l-factors of size 
S-2. The connected components ar8, u 6, are exactly the orbits of 
a’?‘&, u Sb with {a, b) adjoined. This means y(c&,, 6,) = y’(cr’r’&, 8;) + 1. 
In particular 
(3.9) Qoo = c E(u) xx,‘(a’~‘%+~) for e in K and 7 in L. 
Of course E(U) = s(e)). With these choices we see that 
(3.10) Qoo = WAX), 
where A* is J with A,,, replaced by 1, - 2. We know by induction that 
pi.(x) = dA*(x) and so we get 
(3.11) Qoo = xd,,(x). 
We will show that Q,= dA.(x) for j not 0. See the illustration below. 
Suppose j is fixed between 1 and 1, - 2 and cr, r are chosen in K, L. We 
wish to examine y(arjrd,, 6,). Again let rr’, r’, &,, y’ be the appropriate 
restrictions to the diagram for 1*. We will show y(o~~r&, S,)= 
y’(a’r’& Sb). Let c be f-i,,, + j, the entry in position (m, j). Suppose c is 
joined in r&, to d. Note that orjr& is the same as a’?&, except {a, 6) has 
been added and the line from a’(c) to a’(d) is replaced by two lines, one 
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from a’(c) to b and one from a to a’(d). It is now clear that all orbits of 
a’?(&) u & not containing a’(c) and o’(d) are orbits of agr(6,) u 6,. The 
orbit containing a’(c) and a’(d) together with (a, b} is an orbit of 
a7j7~,u 6,. Recall a and b are joined in 6,. This shows y(c~7~7~3,, 6,) = 
y’(a’z’bb, Sk). It follows from these arguments that 
(3.12) QOj=PA*(x)=d,l*(x). 
. 
c ‘d 
l * a b ur.r60 J 
We now turn to Q, for i= 1,2, . . . . m - 1 and show that each is -dL.(x). 
We need to consider orbits of ap7&, u 6,. Again we consider the restricted 
term d7’Bb. This time let c be the entry in the (i, A,,,) position of d7’8& and 
let d be the entry joined to c in 0’7’4,. 
The lines in aia7& are precisely the lines of ~~‘7’4, except the line from c 
to d is replaced by a line from d to b and one from a to c. Again the orbits 
of o’z’dbu Sb are those of aia7&,u 6, except for this’one orbit through c 
and d. Note s(cric)= --E(O)= -s(cr’). This gives 
(3.13) 
We have shown 
Qn = -dA*(x). 
(3.14) Qm+C Qio+C Q,=(x+(nm-2)-(m-1))d~*(x) 
for i and j not 0. 
By using the definitions of d,(x) and dnq(x), we see that 
(3.15) d,(x) = (x + (A, - 2) - (m - 1)) dA.(x). 
We now show that the sum over Q, with i and j both not 0 gives zero. 
The contribution from a fixed i, i, Q, 7 with i and i not 0 is 
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E(~~o)xY(~I~~,~~~‘~~). We will show how to combine terms for a fixed i into 
disjoint subsets of size two. The sum over each of these subsets will be 0 
and so the sum over all Qii with i and j both not 0 will be zero. 
In order to choose the subsets we suppose i, j, 0, t are chosen with i and 
j both not 0. We picture aiarir& as if the lines were in the diagram t 
above. Important lines for us will be the line from a and the line from b. 
Let a’ be the endpoint for the line from a and let c’ be the endpoint for the 
line from 6. The point a’ is to the left of a as i is not 0. 
The easiest case to handle is when a’ and c’ are in the same column. 
Suppose C’ and a’ are in an even-numbered column. Let C’ be (c’, a’)~. 
As E(c’, a’)= -1, E(~~c’) =E(D~(c’, a’)~) = --E(c~c). The orbits of 
cri(c’, a’) ofi r&u 6, are clearly the same as the orbits of oiariz~,u 6, 
except for the one through a’ and c’. These orbits are the same except the 
connections to a and b have been reversed. The lengths of the orbits are the 
same. Also, the number of orbits is the same and so the power of x in each 
term of the sum in Q, is the same. Such pairs cancel when added together 
because the signs are opposite. Had we started with 0’ = (c’, a’)~ instead of 
(r, we would have paired it with the term corresponding to 6. If c’ and a’ 
are in an odd-numbered column, the same result holds using the trans- 
position (c*, a*), where c* is to the immediate right of c’ and a* is to the 
immediate right of a’. The picture below illustrates these arguments. 
ith row 
ar.T60 
J 
ap’6, 
J 
Suppose c’ and a’ are in different columns. Let c be the position (i, A,,,). 
Note c and c’ are joined in ariz&. This means a-‘(c) and rr-‘(c’) are in 
the same row. Let d’ be the entry such that o-‘(d’) is in this row and in 
the same column as a’. As c’ and a’ are in different columns, c’ is not d’. 
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Denote the point joined to d’ by C” and suppose c” is in the kth column. 
Note a-‘(~“) is in the same row as o-‘(cl), a-i(c), and a-‘(d’). Let r’ be 
the coset representative in L for which rkr’&, = (o-‘(cl), o-l(?)) 5~6,. 
Then rkr’8,, is the same as ziGI,, except that a-‘(c) is joined to rr-‘(c”) and 
a-‘(d’) is joined to 0 -‘(cl). Assume for now that c’ and a’ are in an even- 
numbered column. We examine the terms in the sum Q,+ Qik 
corresponding to ai(d’, a’) cnkz’ and to ai~rjr. Note .z(gi(d’, ~‘)a)= 
--s(bitr). We must compare the orbits of a,(d’, a’) ar,t’b,u 6, with the 
orbits of aiotjr6,u &. All orbits are the same except the ones through 
{a, 6}, (a’, c’}, and {d’, C” >. In the first term a’ and c’ are joined directly. 
In the second term a’ is joined to a which is joined to b in 6, and b is 
joined to c’. Consequently, this orbit has one extra pair of points in the 
second term. On the other hand, the orbit through d’ and c” contains 
{a, b} in the first term but does not in the second term. All other points are 
identical. The number of orbits is the same for each and so the power of x 
for each term is the same. The contribution to Q, + Qik for the sum of these 
terms is 0 as the signs are different. Furthermore, if one started with 
oi(d’, a) ~rkt’8,, and proceeded as above, this term would be paired with 
oiarir&. If c’ and a’ are in an odd-numbered column, proceeding as above 
using the transposition (c*, a*) gives the same result. 
. n-‘(c”). o-‘(d’) . +(c’). n-‘(d’) o-l(?) u-l(d’) g-1(c’) r-‘(c) 
. 
c-‘(c”). a-‘(d’) . C’(c’). C-‘(C) L-‘(c”) t-‘(d’) /(c’) l-‘(c) 
. 
c .C 
This shows that the sum over all Q, with both i and j not 0 must vanish 
and the theorem is proved by (3.7), (3.8), (3.14), and (3.15). 
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4. THE STRUCTURE OF THE IDEAL Qly)(2k) 
A. The Quotients 2$5)( 2k)/2lF)( 2k + 2) 
Recall that the subspace Vf(2k) spanned by all l-factors of 2f with at 
least 2k horizontal edges spans an ideal %?)(2k) of 2IF). Our goal in this 
section is to describe the structure of the quotients %?)(2k)/2Iy)(2k + 2) in 
terms of the eigenvalues and eigenspaces of certain matrices. In Section 2 
we considered the case f = 2k. Brown [3,4] also studied these ideals and 
reduced the semisimplicity of certain algebras to nonsingularity of specific 
matrices. Let Dp)(2k) denote the quotient %y)(2k)/2ly)(2k + 2). 
DEFINITION 4.1. An m, k partial l-factor is a graph with m + 2k points 
and k lines having the property that every point has degree 0 or 1. Let P,,, 
denote the set of m, k partial l-factors, and let Vm,k be the real vector space 
with basis Pm,k. Note that VO,k is what we called Vk in Section 2. 
If f E Pm.k then f has exactly m points of degree 0 which are called the free 
points off: 
Let fi and fi be m, k partial l-factors with t~i < a2 < . . . < CI,,, the free 
points of fi and /?, < fi2 < . . . < 8, the free points of fi. The union of f, 
and f2 is a graph consisting of some number y(fl, f2) of disjoint cycles 
together with m disjoint paths P,, . . . . P, whose endpoints are in the set 
b 1, . . . . a,, 81, aa.9 pm}. Define an inner product (f,, f2) on V,,, as 
follows. Given fi, f2 as above: 
(1) If any path Pi joins an aj to an ai (or equivalently a flj to a /?J 
then 
(f1,f2>=Q 
(2) If 1 is not the case then we can renumber the paths so that Pi 
joins fii to aai for some cr E S,. Define 
(f,, f*) =xy(fiJ%. 
Note that (fi, fi) = (f;C, f:), where * is the anti-isomorphism defined 
on the algebra IWS, by rr H CJ ‘. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let f= m+2k. Then the quotient Dy)(2k) is 
isomorphic as an algebra to (V,,,, @ V,,,, Q RS,, -), where 
(a@b@z).(c@d@y)=a@d@(zcb, c>y). 
ProofI As a vector space DpJ(2k) has basis the set of all 
d + %y)(2k + 2), where d is a l-factor of 2f points with exactly 2k horizon- 
tal edges. 
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Define the linear map 4, 
in the following way. Given fi, f2 E P,,, with free points tll -K a2 -C .. . < a,,, 
and f11<f12< ... < /I,,, and given (T E S, define #(fi @ fi @ o) to be the 
l-factor of 2f points with 
(1) a horizontal line joining i to j in the top row if and only if i and j 
are adjacent in f, ; 
(2) a horizontal line joining (f + i) to (f + j) in the bottom row if 
and only if i and j are adjacent in fi ; 
(3) a vertical line joining (f + pi) to agi for i= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
Clearly 4 is a vector space isomorphism of V,,,k@ V,,,k@ IRS, onto 
0$72k). It remains to show that 4 is multiplicative. 
Let a, b, c, d be in P,,, with free points {ai}, (a,}, {Jli>, and {Si} (each 
set written in increasing order). Let z and ?t be in S,. We consider the 
product 
The free point 6, is adjacent to eZi in #(c@d@ n). There are two cases: 
Case 1. Suppose tini is joined by a path in b u c to Jlxj for some i. 
Then we have a horizontal edge in A’ from di to Sj. This is not a horizontal 
edge in d so A’ E %?)(2k + 2). Also (b, c) = 0 by definition so 
Case 2. Suppose tixi is joined by a path in b u c to bani for 
i = 1, 2, . . . . m, and cr is a permutation in S,. As Poni is adjacent to aTgni n 
&a@ b@n), di is adjacent to a,,,i in A’. Also the number of cycles in the 
middle row of U(q5(a@ b@ r), 4(c@d@n)) is y(b, c). Thus 
This proves the proposition. 
Remark. Brown in [ 3,2.1] has a similar method for multiplying in 
Dp)(2k). 
Our goal for the rest of this subsection is to describe the structure of the 
ring Dp)(2k) in terms of the eigenvalues of certain matrices. We begin by 
recalling several facts from the representation theory of the symmetric 
groups (see James and Kerber [9]). For each partition 1 of m, let S” 
481/121/2-12 
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denote the Specht module corresponding to A and let di denote the dimen- 
sion of S”. 
Fact 1. There exists in Sym(m) a unique minimal 2-sided ideal 
(Sym(m))” of dimension (d,)’ which can be written as direct sums 
(Sym(m))” = Ii @ ... @Z, 
(Sym(m))” = J, 0 . . . 0 Jdj,, 
where each Ii is a left ideal of Sym(m) for which multiplication on the left 
gives a representation isomorphic to S” and each Ji is a right ideal of 
Sym(m) for which right multiplication is isomorphic to S’. 
Fact 2. The ideal (Sym(m))” considered as a vector space of linear 
transformations of S” is the full matrix algebra End(S”). 
Fact 3. There exists a basis A ,, . . . . A, for S” with respect to which 
the matrices !PJc) for QE Sym(m) acting on S” are orthogonal, i.e., 
!&(a-‘) = YA(O)‘. 
For each i, je (1, 2, . . . . d,} let xi and yj be the elements in (Sym(m))” 
such that !Z’Jxi) is the matrix with a 1 in the i, 1 entry and zeroes 
elsewhere and YA(yj) is the matrix with a 1 in the 1, j entry and zeroes 
elsewhere. 
YA(xi) = i [l 13 y*CYj)c[ 
It is possible to choose such xi and yj by Fact 2 above. Note that 
txi Yj)txy YI) = {ii’/ 
. . ., 
zthdrifse 
For the rest of this subsection, let p denote the size of P,,+, i.e., the number 
of m, k partial l-factors. 
DEFINITION 4.3. Let T,,,Jx)’ be the (pd,)-by-(pd,) matrix which is the 
following p-by-p grid of d,-by-d, matrices. The matrices in the grid are 
indexed by pairs of m, k partial l-factors with the matrix corresponding to 
the l-factors 6, c being YJ(b, c)). 
Let N” and R” denote the nullspace and range of T&x)‘, respectively. 
Recall that if (b, c) =Y’cr then (c, 6) =xya-‘. So the matrix Z’,,Jx)’ is 
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symmetric. Choose a basis u(l), . . . . u(“) for N’ and an orthonormal basis of 
eigenvectors r(l), . . . . u(‘) for the nonzero eigenvalues ,u(‘), .. . . #). 
DEFINITION 4.4. For each ideal I, and each m, k partial l-factor d define 
1/,(Z,, d) to be the linear span of all c 0 dO x, where c is arbitrary and 
XEZ,. 
Note that V,(Z,, d) is a left ideal of 0$9(2k). Define W,(Z,, d) c V,(Z,, d) 
to be the linear span of all 
where u is in N” and where A,,, is the basis element of I, corresponding to 
the basis element Ai in S”. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Suppose u=C(o),ic@d@Aii, is an element of 
V=(Z,, d). Let a, b be partial l-factors. For any rs E S, 
(aQbQ~b=aQdQa 
where yj is the (b, j) entry of Tm,Jx)’ (u). 
Proof 
, 
(a@ObQa)~ 1 (u),icQdQA,t C (u),,i(b, C> Ai,t 
=a@dQo CYjAj9, , 
1 > 
where yj is the coefficient of A, in C (u),,,(b, c) A,. By definition of 
T,,Jx)l, the coefficient of A, in (b, c) A, is the (b, j), (c, i) entry of 
7’m,k(~)A. Thus yj is the (b, j) entry of (T,,Jx)‘)u. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. (1) Dy)(2k) WL(Z,, d) = 0. 
(2) D(u)= V,(Z,, d) for any u in V,(Z,, d) not in W,(Z,, d). 
(3) VL(Z,, d)/W,(Z,, d) is irreducible as a feft 0y)(2k) module. 
ProoJ: Suppose w is a generating element of W,(Z,, d). The yj appearing 
in Proposition 4.5 are all 0 for any a @ b @I o by the definition of W,(Z,, d). 
The first equation follows. Suppose u is in V,(Z,, d) but not in W,(Z,, d). 
Choose a (b, j) such that (T+(x)’ (0)) is not zero. Then a6 b@ o(u) is 
not zero as yj is not zero. Note that a and 0 were arbitrary. The images 
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under 0 E Sym(m) of any nonzero vector in I, generate all of I, as I, is an 
irreducible Sym(m) module. Hence vectors of the form 
(U@bOo)' 
( 
1 (u),:jCOdOAj,f 
> 
generate all of V,(Z,, d). This proves the second inequality. The third 
follows immediately from the first two. 
Let IV; = @ W’,(Z,, d). By Proposition 4.5, Wk is a nilpotent left ideal of 
L3p)(2k). Recall that Sym(m)” can also be written as a direct sum of right 
ideals J,, . . . . J,. For each J, and each partial l-factor a, let V,(J,, a) be the 
linear span of all a @ b @ x, where b is arbitrary and x is in J,. Define 
W,(J,, a) t V,(J,, a) to be the linear span of all 
where u’T,,,(x)” = 0 and where A,, is as before. 
The same proofs used in Propositions 4.5 and 4.6 show that 
(1) WdJ,,a)~(cOd@~)=O, 
(2) V,(J,, u)/W,(J,, a) is an irreducible right %$92k) module. 
Define Wi = @ W,(J,, a), and define W” to be the nilpotent 2-sided ideal 
wi=w;I,+wf; 
DEFINITION 4.7. Define a” to be the 2-sided ideal of IJyJ(2k) given by 
the linear span of all vectors 
where a and b are arbitrary and XE (Sym(m))“. 
Note that a” is a 2-sided ideal of QyJ(2k) which contains the left ideals 
V,(Z,, d), the right ideals V,(J,, a), and the 2-sided ideal W”. Note also 
that DjQ(2k) is the direct sum of the a”. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. B”f W” is canonically isomorphic to the full matrix 
ring End(R”). Recall that R” is the range of T,,,k(~)l. 
Proof: Given eigenvectors ~9’) and v(‘) define 
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Taking the product of Z(u(‘), u(‘)) and Z(Y”‘, a@‘) we obtain 
Z( I+‘), IF) Z( u(I), u@)) 
= (p(‘)pwppw) - 1 
Now 
1 (u(‘)L,, <b, c> xic = 1 YJ,, 
where y, is the b, r coefficient of (T,Jx)‘) u(‘). In this case, yr = ~(‘)(u(*))~,~ 
as u(‘) is an eigenvector with eigenvalue #‘). So, 
x~y/(~(uis))h,j{~ (u”‘)c., <b,c)x,))y, 
= PC’) 1 (“(s))b, j (“(‘))b,r lxiYjxr Yl>. 
But recall that 
xi Yl if j=r 
xi Yjxr Y/= 0 otherwise. 
Using this fact in the previous equation we have 
= pxi y, 1 
1 (U@))& j (u(‘qb, j 1 . 
By the orthonormality of the vu) we have 
1 t"('))b, j ("(s))b,j = 6s,t, 
where 6,, is the Kronecker delta. Substituting above we obtain 
Z( d’), dS)) Z( UC’), IP’) = 6, ,Z( d’), uq 
which shows that the subspace of 3” spanned by the Z(u(‘), u@)) is 
isomorphic to End(R”). 
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The ideal a’= I’,,,@ V,,,@ (Sym(m))” is isomorphic as a vector space 
to (V,,k@S’)@(V,,k@S’) via the linear map f sending (c@AJO 
(d@ A,) to c@dOxiy,. Writing V,,, OS” as N”@ R” we have, from 
Propositions 4.5, 4.6, and 4.8, that 
(A) f(N”O(V,,,OS’.)+(V,,,OS”)ON”) is contained in the 
radical of %$5)(2k) 3 
(B) f(R’@ R”) is a full matrix ring. 
The next theorem follows immediately from (A) and (B). 
THEOREM 4.9. With notation as above: 
(A) Let W”=f(N@(Vm,@S”)+(I/,,@S”)@N).Then W”isthe 
intersection of the radical of Dk)(2k) with a”. 
(B) 
En&( R’). 
a”/ W” is a full matrix ring which is canonically isomorphic to 
We are able to approach Theorem 4.9 with an alternative treatment 
which does not produce the explicit algebra isomorphism given above. It 
also does not require the use of eigenvectors. Note first of all that VL(Z,, d) 
is isomorphic to V/,(Z,,, d) as Z, and Z,. are isomorphic as left S, modules. 
The bases c 0 d@ Aj, and c 6 d@ Aj,. exhibit this isomorphism. Suppose d’ 
is another m, k partial l-factor. There is a permutation r in S, for which 
rS, = Si and Td = d’. Here di, S: are the free points in d, d’ and if m is joined 
to n in d, zm is joined to zn in d’. Let 6, be the element in cUy)(O) for which 
the point f + m in the bottom row is joined to zm in the top row. Then 
(c@d@o)&=c@d’@o. 
In particular V,(Z,, d) and Vr(Z,, d’) are isomorphic as ‘%y)(2k) modules. 
We know that a composition series for V,(Z,, d) contains the irreducible 
V,(Z,, d)/ W,(Z,, d) with multiplicity one. The remaining composition 
factors are all the zero representation. As I/,(Z,, d) and I/,(Z,, d’) are 
isomorphic, a’ has a composition series with the one irreducible 
Vr(Z,, d)/ W,(Z,, d) appearing pdl times and the remaining factors all zero. 
This means that D” module its radical is isomorphic to End(R”). The 
codimension of the radical is (dim R”)*. But W” has this codimension, is in 
the radical, and so must be the radical. This is Theorem 4.9. 
This completes Part A of Section 4 in which we analyzed the structure of 
the ring Dy)(2k). In Part B of this section we will relate the results in 
Part A to the structure of the ideals ‘%~~(2k). 
B. The Representations of %?)(2k) and 23y)(2k) 
We continue describing results for %y)(2k) only. The results for By)(2k) 
follow from Theorem 2.10. Let !JI = ‘%[:“)(O). The information we have 
obtained is enough to determine the irreducible representations of ‘3. In 
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particular let I’ be an irreducible 9I module. Recall that an irreducible ‘3I 
module is one for which ‘9.IV is not zero and V has no proper invariant sub- 
spaces. Let K be the kernel of the action. In other words, K is the set of 
elements, a, of ‘3 such that au = 0 for all v in I’. Let k be the integer such 
that ‘%$5)(2k) is not in K but 9Iy)(2k +2) is in K. By the definition of 
irreducibility, ‘3I is not ZC If I = [f/2], ‘%$9(2r + 2) is 0 and so such a k 
exists. Now V can be considered as an ‘%/2ly)(2k + 2) module. To simplify 
notation further, let ‘%y)(2k) be denoted by ‘3(k), %?)(2k + 2) by 2l(k + 1 ), 
and DjQ(2k) by T)(k). Now D(k) is an ideal in ‘%/cU(k+ 1). 
Some of the results we use follow from general theorems about represen- 
tations of finite-dimensional algebras or Artinian rings. To the extent 
possible, we show these directly. In particular, the restriction of the 
representation of ‘iN/!X(k + 1) to D(k) remains irreducible. To see this, note 
the restriction is a nonzero representation by our choice of k. The set of v 
in I’ for which D(k)u = 0 is an 9I invariant subspace as for any such u, 
wau = o1 o = 0, where a is in ‘3, o is in D(k), and w1 = oa is in D(k). As V 
is an irreducible ‘3 module, this set must be 0. Now D(k)u is an % 
invariant submodule which is nonzero if u is not zero. This means that 
D(k)u = V for all nonzero u and so V is an irreducible D(k) module. As 
such we may index this module by a partition 2 of m, where m = f - 2k. 
It follows from general results about representations of algebras that any 
such representation may be extended to a unique representation of ?I. We 
present a specific module. If 1 is a partition of m, let V be the D(k) module 
V,(Z,, d)/W,(Z,, d) as in Proposition 4.6. We will show that V,(Z,, d) and 
W,(Z,, d) are 9I invariant and so V is an irreducible ‘3 module. Let 
c@ d@y correspond as in 4.2 to an element in VL(Z,, d). This means that y 
is in I, and is a linear combination of permutations in S,. By the terms in 
c@ d@y we mean the individual partial l-factors on 2f points which 
correspond as in 4.2 to terms of the form c 0 d @ 6. They all have the same 
top, c, and the same bottom, d. The free points of d are joined to the free 
points of c via a permutation cr in S,. They differ in their permutations. 
Let 6 be a l-factor on 2f points with s vertical lines. Let a@ b@ x corre- 
spond to 6 as in 4.2. This means that 6 can be pictured with a top a, a 
bottom b, s vertical lines, and f-s horizontal lines. Here a and b are in 
P s, u 3 where u = (f - s)/2. If the free points of a are a, < a2 < . . . < a, and 
those of b are /I1 < /I2 < ... < fi,, the vertical lines join pi to anti). As ‘ill(k) 
and ‘%(k+ 1) are ideals, 6 acts on ‘iH(k)/%(k+ l)= D(k). Suppose 
6(c@d@y) is not zero in D(k). Then 6(c@ dQa) is not zero in D(k) for 
some a in S,. Let 6’ be the l-factor on 2f points corresponding to 
c 0 d@ a. This means 6’ has c as its top, d as its bottom, and the free point 
~5~ of d is joined to the free point +0uJ of c. As 66’ is not zero in O(k), 66’ 
must have k horizontal lines and the bottom of 66’ must be d. The free 
points of c, *, , . . . . II/,, must all be joined to free points of b in b u c. 
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Otherwise 66’ would be zero in 0(k) as if $i were joined to $,,. 66’ would 
be in %(k + 1). This means that s is at least m. Suppose $; is joined to /?j(,, 
in b u c. From the delinition of 71, fij(,, is joined to u,~(~). The free points of 
the top of 66’ will be the set clnjci) for i from 1 to m. Relabel them as 
a, <ul< ... <cI,. Define 0’ in S, by a’(i)= i’, where clic is joined to fljci,. 
Then 66’ corresponds to xY(a’ 63 d@ o’o), where a’ is a top whose free 
points are ul, . . . . a, and whose horizontal lines depend only on the 
horizontal lines in a and paths in b u c disjoint from tii and Bjci,. The 
power y is the number of internal cycles in bu c. Suppose now S’, 
corresponding to c @ d@ d, is another term in c@d@v. Then SS’, 
corresponds to xY(a’@d@o’a,). It follows now that 6(c@d@y) = 
a’@d@a’y and @cOdBy) is in V,(Z,, d). 
Now let w be in W,(Z,, d). Recall that W,(Z,, d) is the set of elements of 
V,(Z,, d) which are mapped to zero by B(k). If 6’ is in D(k), 
S’(Sw) = (S’S) w = 0 as 6’6 is in D(k). In particular 6w is in F+‘,(Z,, d). This 
means 2I acts on V. The action is an extension of the irreducible action of 
D(k) to K 
We have shown that the irreducible representations of 2I can be indexed 
by partitions of m where m =f, f - 2, f - 4, . . . . f - 2[f/2]. Each such 
representation restricts to an irreducible representation of ti(k)/‘%(k + 1) 
for m = f - 2k. Each representation extends to one of ‘3. Corresponding 
results follow for the ideals S(k). 
We use some facts about the radical of an Artinian ring. In particular 
suppose that Z is an ideal in an Artinian ring R. If Rad R denotes the 
radical of R, the following relations hold; 
RadRnZ=RadZ 
(Rad R + Z)/Z = Rad R/Z. 
To see the second note that Rad R is a nilpotent ideal and so (Rad R + Z)/Z 
is a nilpotent ideal and so is in Rad R/Z. Also R/(Rad R + I) is a 
homomorphic image of R/Rad R by (Rad R + Z)/Rad R. But R/Rad R is 
semisimple and so any homomorphic image is also semisimple. This means 
the quotient of R/Z by (Rad R + Z)/Z is semisimple and so equality holds. 
We now examine Rad(lllyJ(2k)). We keep the notation above. Of course 
Rad(%) c au-( 1) as %/a( 1) is isomorphic to S, and so is semisimple. We 
know Rad(D(k)) = C W”. The arguments above show 
(Rad(QI(k)) + IU(k + l)/%(k + 1)) = c W” 
Rad ‘?I(k)/Rad ‘ill(k + 1) = 1 W”. 
This shows that the dimensions of the radicals of the various H(k) are 
determined by the dimensions of the nullspaces of the matrices T,,+,(X)’ for 
k’ greater than or equal to k. 
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5. CONCLUSION 
The degrees of the representations and the dimension of the radical of 
2l~;(2k) depend on the dimensions of the nullspaces of the matrices 
T,,,,(X)“. Here f = m + 2k. In this section we summarize information for 
m = 0 and 1 and give some conjectures about the eigenvalues when m is 
larger than 1. 
Theorem 3.1 gives information from which the eigenvalues of TO,Zk(x) 
may be determined. Here f = 2k, m = 0, and the superscript 1 is omitted. 
Note that TO,Jx) is the matrix T,Jx) in Theorem 3.1. For each even 
partition p of 2f, there are dim SP eigenvalues d,(x) = 17(x + a,), where a0 
is the entry in the (ij) position of A and (ij) is in the diagram of shape CL. 
The number of l-factors of 2f points is (2f - 1)(2f - 3) ... 1 = (2f - l)!!. 
The dimension of the associated irreducible is (2f - I)!! - C dim S@, where 
the sum is over all even partitions p of 2f in which some aV is -x for an 
(ij) in the diagram of shape p. In particular 2l&(2k) is semisimple if x is 
not an integer. If x is an integer in the interval [ - 2k + 2, k - 11, (UQ(2k) 
has a nontrivial radical. If x is an integer not in this interval, ‘%%)(2k) is 
semisimple. 
Because of the isomorphism between 9Iy) and 23$-Q, 23&)(2k) also has 
only one nontrivial irreducible representation. Its degree is (2k - l)!! - 
C dim SP, where the sum is over all even partitions p of 2k in which some 
au is x for an (ij) in the diagram of shape p. 
Theorem 3.1 may also be used in the case m = 1, f = 1 + 2k. Here the 
number of 1, k partial l-factors is f . . . 1’ This is the same as the number of 
l-factors of a set with f + 1 = 2k + 2 elements. The 1, k partial l-factors can 
be naturally mapped to the partial l-factors of 2k + 2 points by joining the 
free point of a 1, k partial l-factor to an extra point. Let 6,, 6, be 1, 
k partial l-factors and S;, 6; the corresponding l-factors on 2k + 2 points 
obtained by adding a line from the free point to this new point. The cycles 
of 6; u 8; not including the new point are all internal cycles of 6, u &. The 
path in ~5~ u 6, joining the free points together with the new point is a cycle 
in 6; u S;. This means 
XT,,,(X) = Tk+ I(X). 
In particular, the eigenvalues and the nullity of T,,,(x) are determined by 
Theorem 3.1. Again the nullspace is zero unless x is integral between 
certain values related to k. If x is integral, the eigenvalues are integers. 
If m is at least two, the eigenvalues of T,,,,(x)” cannot be determined 
except for certain 1. We conjectured that the determinant of T,+(x)’ has 
only integral roots. This implies U, 0) is semisimple unless x is an integer. 
Recently this conjecture was proved by Hans Wenzl [15] who used 
methods completely different than those used in this paper. 
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APPENDIX: A CONJECTURE OF 
R.P. STANLEY GENERALIZING THEOREM 3.1 
In the course of work on multidimensional generalizations of the 
chi-squared distribution, A. T. James defined a set of symmetric functions 
{Z,(a,, . . . . a,): 13. is an even partition} which he called zonal polynomials 
(see James [6-83). Amongst the properties enjoyed by zonal polynomials is 
a factorization of their value at (1, 1, . . . . 1) (see James [7]): 
641) Z,(l, 1, . ..) l)=n n (n+(2j-i-l))(i,j) within 1. 
We will define a multivariable generalization of the matrix T/(x). Given 
a set U= {ui, . . . . u,} of positive integers, let pu(a,, . . . . a,) be the power sum 
symmetric function indexed by U, i.e., 
Pu(al, -., an)=n (a”;‘+a;‘+ ... +a,“‘). 
We will consider a matrix Tf(al, . . . . a,) whose rows and columns are 
indexed by the l-factors on 2f points. Given two l-factors 6, and 6, let 
2u i, . . . . 224, be the sizes of the connected components of 6, u 6, (here 
t = y(6,, 6,)). Define the (6,, 6,) entry of Tf(a,, . . . . a,,) to be 
( Tf(al , . . . . an)h,,s2=Pfu ,,..., U,j(aly -., 4). 
Note that pi,, ,,_, , )(l, . . . . 1) = &‘(sl,az) so T’,(l, . . . . 1) = T,(n), where T’(n 
means the matrix T’(x) defined in Section 2 evaluated at x = n. 
Let A be a partition of 2f: Observe that the right-hand side of (Al) is the 
eigenvalue of T,(n) indexed by 1. This observation along with some com- 
putational evidence led Richard Stanley to make the following conjecture. 
Conjecture Al (R. P. Stanley). The eigenvalues of T,(a,, . . . . a,,) are the 
zonal polynomials Z,(a,, . . . . a,,) for II a partition of 2f Moreover, the mul- 
tiplicity of the eigenvalue Z,(a,, . . . . a,) is the dimension of the irreducible 
S, module S” indexed by A. 
Theorem 3.1 shows that this conjecture is true when a, = a, = .*+a,, = 1. In 
this appendix we verify the conjecture in general. Before going on with the 
proof of this conjecture we need to define the zonal polynomials. Although 
these polynomials have several equivalent definitions, the most convenient 
for our purposes is the one given by James [S]. 
Let ui,i (1~ i, j < n) be the entries of a real symmetric matrix U having 
eigenvalues a,, . . . . a,. We think of these ui,+ as being real-valued indeter- 
minates satisfying ui,j = Uj,i. The ai are functions of the ui, j. Let per) denote 
the vector space of homogeneous polynomials of degree f in the z+. Define 
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an action of Gl(n, R) on Per) as follows: given A E Gl(n, R) and q(u) E P(f) 
let A . q(u) = q(u), where ui, j is the linear function of the uk,, found in the i, j 
entry of A’UA. Thrall [13, p. 3781 proved that as a Gl(n, R) module, P(f) 
decomposes as 
p(fLC w", 
where the sum is over all even partitions Iz of 2f with no more than n rows 
and where W” is the irreducible Gl(n, R) module with high weight I (see 
also Macdonald [12]). Define C1(ui j) to be the W” component of (tr U)r. 
As tr U=a,+ ... +a,,, we can write C,(Q) as a symmetric function 
in the ai. If C1(aI, . . . . a,) evaluated at a, = .. . = a,, = 1 is 0, define 
ZA(al, . . . . a,) to be 0. Otherwise, define ZJa,, . . . . a,) to be the unique 
multiple of C,(a,, . . . . a,) satisfying (Al). 
In order to identify the subspaces W” and the polynomials C,(U,,~) we 
will use an alternative description of the Gl(n, R) module PC/). Let HI 
denote the hyperoctahedral group of all f by f signed permutation 
matrices, and let el, . . . . e/ denote the unit coordinate vectors in Rf. For 
i = 1, 2, . . . . f let slip 1 = ei and let sli = -ei. Then H, faithfully permutes the 
set {sl, . . . . szr} which gives an embedding of Hf in S,. We henceforth 
think of Hf as a subgroup of S,. 
The group S, acts on TZflR” by permutation of tensor positions. This 
restricts to an action of Hf on T”R”. The group Gl(n, OX) also acts on 
T2f(R”) via the diagonal action 
It is easy to check that the actions of S, and Gl(n, R) on T2f(5Y’) 
commute. In particular, Gl(n, W) acts on the space of H,-invariants in 
T”( R”). 
PROPOSITION A.2. The space of H$nuariants in T2f(R”) is isomorphic to 
Per) as a Gl(n 7 R) module. 
Proof. There is an obvious vector space isomorphism @ between PC/) 
and ( T2fR”)H/ given by 
@fUb,,btUb,,bd ” ’ Ub2,-,.by ) = (l/H/) 1 c(ebl @ eb2 8 . . . 8 eb2f). 
We will show that the actions of Gl(n, W) commute with @. Clearly it is 
enough to consider the case f = 1, where @ is the map 
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For any M= (HZ,,,) in Gl(n, [w) we have 
@(Mu u,,,) = @(M’UM) 
= @ Cm:,,,qdmd3, c > 
= @ c mc,rmd,s%,d 
c > 
=I m,,md,,(t(e,ged+edOe,)) 
=~(Me,@Me,+Me,@A4e,) 
=~~(~(e,Oe,+e,Oe,)) 
= fiff. (@(%.,)L 
which completes the proof of Proposition A.2. 
We will use several facts which are either well known or follow directly 
from well-known results. The first is half of the famous Double Centralizer 
Theorem. 
PROPOSITION A.3. For z = (z, , . . . . z,) a weight of Gl(n, R) and V a 
Gl(n, R) module, let V, denote the z-weight space of V. Then as an S, 
module, ( T 2f R “) z decomposes as 
(T”R”), = @ (dim( IV;)) s”, 
where (dim( IV,“)) Sa denotes the direct sum of dim( IV;) copies of S*. In 
particular, 
(T”R”) = @ dim( IV’) S”. 
The next result concerns the action of H, on the irreducible S, modules. 
Recall that we consider H, to be a subgroup of S,. Thus if a is a partition 
of 2f then H, acts by restriction on S’. 
PROPOSITION A.4. Let a be a partition of 2f and let (Sa)Hf denote the 
space of Hrinvariants in 27’. Then 
dim((S”l)Hf) = 
1 if a is even 
o 
otherwise. 
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ProoJ: By Frobenius reciprocity (see [S]) we have 
dim(W)*) =(E+ x”lH,) = (~~,f’2/, x”> 
1 if c( is even = 
0 otherwise. 
DEFINITION A.5. Define V to be the space of Hfinvariants in the 1” 
isotypic component of T”R”. 
Note that V’ = 0 unless a is even and I(a) 6 n. If a is even and I(a) 6 n then 
it follows from Propositions A.4 and A.5 that 
dim( V;) = dim( IV;) 
for all weights z. So by the weight theory for Gl(n, [w), we conclude that 
V”= W”. 
The matrix 7”(q) . . . . a,) commutes with the action of S, on the set of 
l-factors Ff. Recall that this permutation character decomposes as the 
direct sum of Sa over even partitions a of 2f Since the character is 
multiplicity free, Tf(a,, . . . . a,) restricted to the subspace of F, isomorphic to 
S” is a scalar, which we denote qa(al, . . . . a,). 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we gave a method for computing the scalar 
qJx) that 7”(x) restricts to on the same subspace. This method works just 
as well to compute qa(al, . . . . a,). Unfortunately, the simple recursion we 
found holding amongst the q,(x)% fails to hold amongst the qi(al, . . . . a,), 
making it impossible to carry out the same induction we used in the proof 
of Theorem 3.1. However, using our method to compute qJa,, . . . . a,) we 
are able to extract one very important piece of information. 
Let a = 2(r,, . . . . r,) and let t be a standard Young tableau with the num- 
bers 1, 2, . . . . 2r, in row 1, 2r, + 1, . . . . 2r, + 2r2 in row 2, and so on. Let R, 
and C, be the row and column stabilizers of t and let 6, be the l-factor on 
2J- points having an edge from 21- 1 to 21 for I= 1, 2, . . . . f: According to 
our method of computation, qa(al, . . . . a,) is a multiple of 
For our purposes, the exact multiple is unimportant. 
As in Section 3 we let e, denote C s(o) CT. Also we let r be the projection 
operator onto the H/-invariants, 
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and let v be the following vector in T”R”: 
We will compute Te,u, which is an element of (T’f[w”)q. 
Fix G E C, and z E R, and suppose that &, u r&, has cycles of lengths 
2P 1, . . . . 2pt. Let 6 = (c,, c2, . . . . c2J be one of these cycles written so that the 
edges of 6, join to c2, c3 to c4, . . . . and c2PP, to cz9. Thus 
c2=c1+ 1 
cq = cj + 1 
c,,=c2p-,+ 1. 
Note that when u is written out as a sum of pure tensors, all of the terms 
have the property that their 2a - 1 and 2a tensor positions are identical. So 
in tensor positions (cl, c2, . . . . c,,), QZD looks like 
where the sum is over all sequences with 1 < j, < n. 
Applying r, we see that r(oru) is the product, over cycles 6 in 
6, u (at&,) of length 2~, of the quantity QP: 
On the other hand, for fixed j, the j,, j,, entry in Up is 
C ui~.j2”i2.j~“.uj~j~~ 
Thus Q, = tr( UP) = a$’ + . . . + a;. 
In summary, if 6,~ (a&,) has cycles of lengths 2~,, 2p2, . . . . 2~, then 
r(ow) =pJa,, . . . . a,). Hence r(e,u) is a multiple of qa(u,, . . . . a,). 
Also recall that r and e, commute and note that I% = (tr(U)r. So, 
r(e,u) = e,(ru) is a multiple of Cor(uLj), which is a multiple of Z,(u,, . . . . a,). 
so 401(a, 3 .a., 4 = Y,Z,(U, 9 . . . . a,) for some y, E R. But by Theorem 3.1 and 
(Al) we have 
4JL 1, . . . . l)=Z,(l, 1, . . . . 1) 
so y, = 1, which proves Stanley’s conjecture. 
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